MS 262  Papers of Aaron Zakharovich Steinberg (1891-1975), 1910-93

1  Personal correspondence and papers

| 1/1 | Personal correspondence of Steinberg; postcards; typescript of 'Simon Dubnow, the man': an address by Steinberg for the Jewish Historical Society of England | 1944, 1960-1, n.d. |
| 1/2 | Personal correspondence of Steinberg, mainly in Russian | 1948-63 |
| 1/3 | Copy of the last will of Steinberg | 1 Jul 1966 |
| 1/4 | Photograph of a family group; newspaper cutting, in Hebrew, 1935; sketch of Steinberg, 1962; typescript of the first part of 'Erstes Buch das Zeitalter der ersten Emanzipation'; booklet *Die Chassidus-Chabad-Lehre*; booklet *John Philipp* | c.1935-62 |
| 1/5 | Notebook listing bibliographical details | n.d. post 1962 |
| 1/6 | Obituaries for Steinberg; circulars from Josef Fraenkel announcing the death of Steinberg and details of the funeral | 1975 |
| 1/7 | In memoriam booklet for Steinberg; correspondence relating to Steinberg; copies of obituaries | 1975-7 |
| 1/8 | Isaac Nachman Steinberg memorial book, in Yiddish (New York) | 1961 |
| 1/9 | Typescript papers in Russian; lists of names and addresses to whom Aaron Steinberg's memorial volume should be sent | 1968, n.d. |
| 1/10 | Trees in Israel certificate that an avenue of eighty trees have been planted in honour of Steinberg on his eightieth birthday | 1971 |

2  General correspondence and papers

| 2/1 | Foreign Compensation Commission: correspondence; statutory instrument, 1969; application forms of Steinberg with supporting sworn affidavit by his cousin M.Elyashev; copies of *Les Juifs dans la Catechese Chrétienne* by Paul Demann (Paris, 1952) | 1952, 1969-72 |
| 2/2 | Papers of Dr Simon Kaplan: *Bulletin of St John's College in Annapolis*, 1950; correspondence; copies of reviews and article by Kaplan; copies of articles; copy of a typescript letter, in German, addressed to "Mein lieber Bruder", 1943; newspaper cuttings, in Russian; obituary of Kaplan from *The College: St John's College review*, 1980; copy of an article on the life and thought of Lev Shestov, 1968 | c.1935-80 |
| 2/3 | Dr Hans Kimmel: copies of letters from Steinberg to Kimmel | 1946 |
| 2/4 | Correspondence, including letters in Russian, German and Hebrew | c.1949-66 |
script, some with the Yiddish Encyclopedia, New York, some with Dr Marcus Cohn; flyers for books, in French; notes; newspaper cuttings in French and Russian; cuttings from La Presse and Garderie Magazine; bibliographical list, in Russian, of articles for a publication relating to Jews and Russia; typescript outlines of lectures by Joseph Heller, Rabbi K.Kahana, Rabbi S.Sperber

| 2/5 | Correspondence, leaflets, handouts, article, newspaper cuttings relating to a reception to present an exhibition of lithographs by Alva | 1953-5 |
| 2/6 | Correspondence of Steinberg mainly with the Hebrew University of Jerusalem relating to translations of works; notes | 1965-75 |
| 2/7 | Parts of correspondence; bulletin; details of a PEN conference, 1944; newsletter; copies of a telegram on the expulsion of Jews from Egypt, 1956 | 1944, c.1956-67 |
| 2/8 | Parts of correspondence, papers; notes; newsletter; invoice; list of members of the Institute of Contemporary Jewry of the Hebrew University London conference, 1962; constitution and rules of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress for discussion, 1950; typescript paper of the debt of Great Britain to certain countries, 1952 | c.1950-67 |
| 2/9 | Parts of correspondence; programmes; cards; British Nationality Act registration form for Sophie Steinberg | c.1952-9 |
| 2/10 | Parts of correspondence; newsletters, papers, minutes of the World Jewish Congress; curriculum vitae; programmes; minutes of the Israel executive of the World Jewish Congress, 1962; score of Abraham and the three angels: an opera for children, the libretto by L.Kipnis and music by Joseph Bialsky (London); score for El Hatsipor (To the bird) by H.N.Bialki and music by Joseph Bialsky (London); Jewish songs specially adapted for the piano by M.Yvker (Mexico) | 1944-68 |

3 Publications, lectures and working papers of Steinberg

3/1 Alphabetical sequence

| 3/1/1 | Copy of Dostoievsky by Steinberg (London, 1966) with notes on a select bibliography of standard editions of Dostoevsky's work, 1965 | 1965-6 |
| 3/1/2 | Dostoievsky: typescript biographical notes on Dostoevsky; manuscript and typescript drafts of chapter 1 of a work | n.d. |
| 3/1/3 | Typescript copy of a lecture 'Dostoevsky i Pushkin' given by Steinberg in London; letter from Dr Eitan Finkelstein to Mrs Assia Klausner about the slow progress in translating Steinberg's book, "...due to the inadequate grant from the Rothschild fund. I believe it would be cheaper to publish the book in Russia, but it is impossible to find translators capable of conveying Steinberg's ideas...I will not give up until the book appears." | 1962 |
list of translators approved by Steinberg; copy of 'Brotherhood (heresies aloud!)

3/1/5  Philosophical aspects of history: correspondence relating to the translation of articles  1971-2

3/1/6  Philosophical aspects of history: translations not accepted for use in the publication; correspondence  1971-2

3/1/7  Philosophical aspects of history: typescripts and photocopies of translations of works by Steinberg, copies of articles in Russian (1912, 1921 and 1922) and German (1928); correspondence relating to the translation of articles, 1972

3/1/8  Philosophical aspects of history: notebook with details of translators, or recommendations for translators of Steinberg's writings; correspondence relating to translations  1972

3/1/9  Philosophical aspects of history: draft number 3 of the contents pages  c.1970s

3/1/10  Philosophical aspects of history: typescript drafts of contents pages, 1972-7; revised introduction, 1980; printed article 'Das Individuum im alten und neuen Russland' by Steinberg, 1928; copy of typescript 'A reply to L.P.Karsavin' by Steinberg (1927)  1972-80, 1928

3/1/11  Philosophical aspects of history—Chapter 1:
(1) essay 1 'The impact of history as a discipline on contemporary historical experience': typescript, offprint, 1953;
(2) essay 2 'Development and disintegration in contemporary art': typescripts, n.d. [1970s], correspondence, 1972, photocopy of article in Russian (1921);
(3) essay 3 'The man of tomorrow, scientist and humanist': typescript, n.d. [c.1960]
(4) essay 4 'The philosophical premises of Jewish historiography': typescripts, one annotated in pencil, offprint, in German, n.d., correspondence, 1972;
(5) essay 4a 'Jewish world today': typescripts, 1976, offprint of article in Hebrew script;
(6) essay 4b 'Simon Dubnow (1860-1960)': typescripts, one with covering note, 1982, offprint of article, in Yiddish, 1961;
(7) essay 4c 'The two sources of Simon Dubnow's thoughts': offprint, 1961-2;
(8) essay 5 'The beginning and end of history in the teaching of P.L.Lavrov': typescripts, 1973, correspondence, 1971-2, copy of printed article in Russian;
(9) essay 5a 'On P.L.Lavrov's philosophy of history': typescripts, copy of printed article, in Russian, 1920, correspondence, 1972;
(10) essay 6 'Hermann Cohen — an educator (1842-1918)': typescripts, copy of printed article, in Russian, 1922, correspondence, 1972;
(11) essay 7 'In search of philosophy to come': typescript translations, copies of article in Russian, 1911, 1912, correspondence, 1972;
(12) essay 7a 'Philosophy and culture': typescripts, copy of article in Russian, 1912; correspondence, 1972;
(13) essay 7b 'The Parliament of philosophy': typescript, copy of article in Russian, 1911, correspondence, 1972
(14) essay 8 'Around the departure point of existentialism': two typescripts, copy of Davke, 1949
(15) address given by Steinberg in Montevideo, 1953 'The
philosophical premises of historiography': typescripts, two in French

3/1/12

**Philosophical aspects of history**—Chapter 2:
(1) 'Messianic movements up to the end of the Middle Ages': reprint of article (1946);
(2) 'The history of Jewish religious thought': reprint of article (1946);
(3) 'The Bible in the history of Jewish tradition': copy of printed article, in German; typescript translations;
(4) 'Moscow, New York, Jerusalem': copy of printed article, in Yiddish, typescript translations, 1975;
(5) 'The Maimonides anniversary (1135-1935)': copy of printed article, in Hebrew script (1935), typescript translation, 1976;
(6) 'Socialist religion or religious socialism ?': copies of printed article, in Yiddish (1930); typescript translation, 1976;
(7) 'Socialism and messianism': copy of printed article, in Yiddish (1930), typescript translation, 1975

3/1/13

**Philosophical aspects of history**—Chapter 3:
(1) Numbers 1-2 'Dostoevsky and the Jews': copies of Russian (1928) and German (1976) versions of article, translations, 1972, 1979, English version of article in *Problems*, 1949, letters, 1972, 1976;
(2) 'A reply to L.P.Karsavin': copy of article, in Russian (1928), translation, correspondence, 1972;
(3) 'Bolshevisim's Weltanschauung': original and copies of the article, in German (1928), final corrected translation, 1976, correspondence, 1972;
(4) 'Culture and revolution': copy of article, in Russian (1928), translations, correspondence, 1972;
(5) 'The individual in old and new Russia': copies of article, in German (1928), translations, letter, 1972;
(6) 'Spinoza and human freedom (1632-1932)': copy of article, in Hebrew (1932); translations;
(7) 'Education: the shaping of the Soviet citizen' in *Our Soviet ally: essays by Margaret Cole, Dr N.Barou, I.Narodny and A.Steinberg* edited for the Fabian Society by Margaret Cole (London, 1943);
(8) 'Christianity in crisis': copy of the article, in Hebrew (1934), translations;
(9) 'Brotherhood (heresies aloud)': copy of article, in Russian (1922), translations, letter, 1972;

3/1/14

**Philosophical aspects of history**—Chapter 4:
(1) 'Jewish morals': photocopy of printed article;
(2) 'Jewish law': photocopy of printed article;
(3) 'The Jewish scale of values': photocopy of printed article;
(4) 'Thou shalt not commit thyself': typescript copies of text, 1960, printed copy in French, 1972;
(5) 'Timidity and audacity in modern Jewish thought': two typescript translations, both annotated in pencil, correspondence, 1972;
(6) 'Faith': photocopy of printed article in Hebrew script, typescripts, one annotated in pencil;
(7) 'People and ideal': photocopy of printed article in Hebrew script, typescript translations
3/1/15  Philosophical aspects of history—Chapter 5:
(1) 'Cultural problems of the diaspora': printed address in Hebrew script, typescripts, one annotated in pencil;
(2) 'Tribes of Israel': photocopy of printed article in Hebrew script, typescripts, one annotated in pencil;
(3) 'Why remain Jewish ?': copy of Jewish Spectator (1965) containing the article, typescripts, notes in pencil;
(4) The Jewish idea of education in our age: printed address (1959);
(5) 'The future of continental Jewry': photocopy of printed summary of address, 1944;
(6) 'Between the pieces of Abraham's covenant': photocopies of printed article in Hebrew script, typescripts, one annotated in pencil;
(7) 'A parliament of world education': photocopy of WJA news and feature service newsletter, 1954: copy 1972

3/1/16  Simon Dubnov: the man and his work: memorial volume produced on the centenary of his birth, edited by Steinberg (Paris, 1963)

3/1/17  System der Freiheit Fedor Dostojewskij's by Steinberg (Berlin, 1923) with parallel title page and text of book in Russian; hard back and paper back copies of Die Idee der Freiheit: Ein Dostojewski-Buch by Steinberg (Lucerne, 1936); first title of the Erkenntnistheoretische Studien auf antipsychologischem Grundlage: Die Voraussetzungen des modernen Psychologismus und der Ausgangspunkt Kants, the inaugural dissertation of Esther Gurland-Eljaschoff at the Philosophy Faculty of the University of Berne (Berne, 1910)

3/2  General sequence

3/2/1  Manuscript, typescript and copies of printed articles, of publications and lectures by Steinberg, some in Russian or German, including: chapter 1 'The martyr' and chapter 3 'The thinker' of his work on Dostoevsky; 'The man of tomorrow, scientist and humanist'; 'The Jewish idea of education in our age'; 'General observations on our cultural policy': presented to the European executive of the World Jewish Congress; 'Jewry and the Catholic church'; 'Unesco in the Jewish perspective'; 'Observations on chapter IV of the Schema on ecumenism before the Vatican Council II'; 'The meaning of existence — Jewish view of modern existentialism'; 'The maskil'; 'Jewish philosophy and modern trends of thought'; 'The idea of divine providence in the historical experience of the Jewish people'; 'From cultural neutralism to active work'; 'Dostojewski und das Judentum'; book reviews

3/2/2  Publications and articles by Steinberg, some in German or Russian, including: Die Idee der Freiheit: Ein Dostojewski-Buch (Lucerne, 1936); ' Weltausstellung: Novelle um Dostojewsky in vier Atken Akt I und II' in Zwischen den Zelten: junge jüdische Autoren (Berlin); The Jewish idea of education in our age: an address to the Symposium on International Co-operation for Jewish Education at the fourth plenary assembly of the World Jewish Congress; photocopy of Das Individuum im alten und neuen Russland (1928); 'The history of the Jews in the middle ages and modern times' reprinted from The Jewish people past and present volume 1 (New York, 1946)

3/2/3  Publications and articles by Steinberg, some in Hebrew, Russian
or Spanish, including: *Dostoievsky* (London, reprint 1968); *History as experience: aspects of historical thought — universal and Jewish* selected essays and studies by Steinberg (New York, 1983); *System der Freiheit Fedeor Dostojewskij's* in Russian (Berlin, 1923); *Robert Stricker* edited by Josef Fraenkel; Zionist Federation of Great Britain and Ireland pamphlet *Ahad Ha-am* by Leon Simon

3/2/4 Typescripts of articles and publications by Steinberg, some in German, including: his work on Dostoevsky, in German and English, 'Joseph Eliah Heller (1889-1957): reminiscences by an old friend', 'The man of tomorrow, scientist and humanist', 'The Jewish idea of education in our age', 'The future of continental Jewry', 'The impact of history as a discipline on contemporary historical experience', 'Die Weltanschulichen Voraussetzungen der jüdischen Geschichtsschreibung', 'Simon Dubnow: Jewish history personified', 'Jewish philosophy and the modern trends of thought', 'Jewish morals', 'The idea of divine providence in the historical experience of the Jewish people', 'Yiddish language and literature'; copy of *Freedom of expression*: a symposium based on the conference called by the London Centre of International PEN to commemorate the tercentenary of the publication of Milton's *Areopagitica*, 22-6 Aug 1944 edited by Herman Ould

3/2/5 Typescript report, with manuscript annotations, of a speech 'Jewish culture and Jewish survival' by Steinberg at the third session of the ninth biennial national conference of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress, London, Dec 1955; copy of 'Our cultural prospects': an address by Steinberg to the European conference of the World Jewish Congress, London, Jun 1952; copy of *La Vie Juive*: the journal of the French Section of the World Jewish Congress, Dec 1963; booklet in the Race question and modern thought series: *Jewish thought as a factor in civilization* by Leon Roth published by Unesco (Paris, 1954); *Mathias Achers Kampf um die 'Zionskrone'* by Josef Fraenkel (Basle, 1959); Noah Barou Memorial Lecture: *The Jewish people today: a survey* by Morris Ginsberg (1956); *The religion of the non-religious Jew*: a lecture by F.R.Bienenfeld to the Sociological Society of Vienna, 1937; copy of *The Jewish idea of education in our age*: an address by Steinberg to the Symposium on International Co-operation for Jewish Education at the fourth plenary assembly of the World Jewish Congress, Stockholm, 6 Aug 1959; World Jewish Congress British Section booklet *The problem of statelessness* by Dr P.Weis and R.Graupner (Jul 1944); reprint of an article 'Judaism: the elements' by Leon Roth

3/2/6 Reprints of articles and addresses by Steinberg: 'The two sources of Simon Dubnow's thought', 1961-2, 'The Jewish idea of education in our age', 1959, 'The fight against anti-Semitism in Soviet Russia', 1944; 'Yiddish and the intelligencia'; review of Steinberg's work on Dostoevsky, 1966

3/2/7 Manuscript, typescript and printed copies of articles or chapters of works by Steinberg, some in Hebrew, German, French or Russian, including: chapters for the biography of Dostoevsky; 'David Ignatoff's ladder' in *Freeland*, 1954; 'L'homme de demain: scientifique et humaniste', in *La Vie Juive*, 1960

3/2/8 Manuscript, typescript and printed copies of articles by Steinberg: typescript of 'The Jewish idea of education in our age' by
Steinberg; typescript of 'Our cultural prospects': an address by Steinberg to the World Jewish Congress conference, London, 30 Jun 1952; manuscript statement on behalf of the British Section and the European Section of the World Jewish Congress on the occasion of the victory in Europe; typescript 'Statement made by Dr A. Steinberg at the general debate of the ad hoc committee of governmental experts convened by Unesco to consider a draft protocol to the convention against discrimination in education'; reports and programme by Steinberg on the Cultural Department; 'Investigation and revision of school textbooks in general use'; copies of a typescript lecture 'The idea of divine providence in the historical experience of the Jewish people' delivered by Steinberg to the second World Congress of Jewish Studies in Jerusalem; draft and final copies 'The position of the WJC in Latin America' a report by Steinberg to the world executive of the World Jewish Congress; typescript of 'Observations on chapter IV of the Schema on ecumenism before the Vatican Council II' by Steinberg; 'The restoration of Jewish culture in Europe' a report by Steinberg; report on the first International conference of Christians and Jews, Oxford, 1946; World Jewish Affairs news and feature service papers by Steinberg; typescript of 'Jewry and the Catholic church' by Steinberg; copies of 'Unesco in the Jewish perspective' by Steinberg, in English, French, Spanish and Hebrew script; typescript paper, in German; typescript of 'The man of Ashkenaz'; typescript paper 'Hckyeembo u kpumuka'; typescripts of 'Dostoevsky and the Jews', one in English, one in Russian; copy of Problem containing 'Dostoevsky and the Jews'; offprint of 'The impact of history as a discipline on contemporary historical experience'; copy of a review by Steinberg from Archiv für Sozialwissenschaft und Sozialpolitik (Tübingen, 1930); The Synagogue Review, Jul 1957; correspondence, notes and papers, 1972-3; text of a speech 'Why remain Jewish? a traditional approach' by Steinberg for the British Section of the World Jewish Congress conference 'Why remain Jewish in this changing world?'; typescript of 'Der Andere Michajlow' [U/F]

3/2/9 Notebook containing notes by Steinberg on the "Meaning of Jewish history" 1955

3/2/10 Reprint of 'Two sources of Dubnow's thought' from the Jewish Book Annual Part of an issue of The Jewish Journal of Sociology containing memorial articles about Steinberg by Nahum Goldmann and Gerhart Riegner 1961

1975

3/3 Lectures

3/3/1 Programmes of lectures at the Institute of Jewish Learning, 1940-5; programme of lectures at the Jewish People's College 1940-5


3/3/3 Notes for lectures, some in Hebrew; newspaper cuttings, in Hebrew; programme for the research committee of the Institute of Jewish Affairs; copy of an article by Steinberg 'Dostojewski und das Judentum' (1927); offprint of an obituary of Steinberg; papers of the Institute of Contemporary Jewry conference on Jewish life in modern Britain 'Jewish education in Great Britain' by Isidor 1943-90

3/3/4 Cassettes of lectures on Dostoevsky and relating to Karsavin and Rozanov n.d.

3/3/5 Cassette tapes n.d.

4 General publications and printed material

4/1 Typescripts

4/1/1 Typescript copy of "The people of the book: a biological profile of the Jews" by Harry L.Shapiro, the American Museum of Natural History, New York 13 May 1959

4/1/2 Typescript of pp. 67 onwards of 'Das Vermächtnis des Deutschen Judentums' by Hermann Levin Goldschmidt n.d.


4/2 Publications: alphabetical sequence

4/2/1 Conferences: Conference: the magazine of human relations, Autumn 1946, containing details of the first International Conference of Christians and Jews at Oxford; 'Freedom justice and responsibility in principle and in practice: being the full reports of the six commissions of the first International Conference of Christians and Jews, Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, Aug 1946; International Conciliation containing papers from the national study conference on churches and a just and durable peace, Cleveland, 1945; letter from the Jewish Historical Society of England and attached paper on a proposed conference on Jewish relations, 1944; typescript article by Steinberg 'The main principles of a Jewish cultural policy in our times' 1944-6

4/2/2 Freeland League for Jewish Territorial Colonisation: Memorandum 1938, 1946-73
prepared by the Freeland League for Jewish Territorial Colonisation for consideration of the delegates at the International Refugees Conference at Evian, 1938; Freeland: periodical of the Freeland League for Jewish Territorial Colonisation, 1951, 1955-6; copies of Oifn Shvel, 1946-73

4/2/3 Jewish Journal of Sociology: correspondence; notes; proofs 1966-7

4/2/4 Jewish thought as a factor in civilisation by Leon Roth: correspondence; book reviews 1954, 1964

4/2/5 The Rede Lecture The two cultures and the scientific revolution, given by C.P.Snow: inside are manuscript notes in Russian; newspaper cuttings of articles by Arnold Toynbee and John Bowen 1959-60

4/3 Publications: general sequence


4/3/2 Pamphlets, booklets, offprints of articles, including: book published in memory of Alexander Blok, 1971; The Jewish press of the world (1967) and offprint of 'Everyday in Jewish history' by Josef Fraenkel; offprint of 'The Latinisation of Cyrillic characters' by W.K.Matthews; Esperanz y temor by I.L.Peretz; reprints of articles by Robert Louis Jackson, dedicated to Steinberg and signed by the author; Minorities and the League of Nations by Jacob Robinson; The universal declaration of human rights by Nehemiah Robinson (1958); Lo que hemos perdido lo que hemos ganado by Isaac Steinberg; offprints of journal articles by Leo Steinberg: 'Objectivity and the shrinking self' in Daedalus, 1969, 'The metaphors of love and birth in Michelangelo's Pietàs', and 'Leonardo's Last Supper' in The art quarterly, 1973; Grotius Society pamphlet International criminal justice in time of peace by Dr George Weis (Aberystwyth); reprint of articles by P.Weis relating to refugees and asylum; 'Le magnificat et le Benedictus sont-ils de Psautiers macchabéens?' by Paul Winter (1956); order of service for the memorial service of Gerald Rufus Isaacs, Marquis of Reading, 1960; booklet produced in memoriam for Dr Nehemiah Robinson, 1964; Glaube oder Unglaube by Walter Benjamin Goldstein (Jerusalem, 1964) 1952-71
4/4  
**Newspapers**

4/4/1  Newspapers, newspaper cuttings, mainly in Hebrew script  1930s

4/4/2  Newspapers, newspaper cuttings, mainly in Hebrew script, some in English; copy of *The Socialist Courier* in Russian  1941-9

4/4/3  Newspapers, newspaper cuttings, newsletters, mainly in Hebrew script, some in English, French, German or Spanish, including the Bulletin of the Free Jewish Club  1950-8

4/4/4  Newspapers, newspaper cuttings, mainly in Hebrew script, some in English or German  1960-8

4/4/5  Newspapers, newspaper cuttings, articles, mainly in Hebrew script, some in Polish  1972-6, n.d.

5  
**Russian papers**

5/1  
**Correspondence**

5/1/1  Letter, in Russian, to Steinberg in Berlin from A. Remizov, thanking him for sending a book about Dostoevsky; he offers criticism on Steinberg's play *Svyashchennoe bezumie* (Holy madness); he mentions Max Buder who is an expert on Hasidic legends and poses some questions about them  1 Nov 1932

5/1/2  Postcard, in Russian, to Steinberg from A. Remizov: 'send the manuscript... it will not be a burden to me...I will underline the mistakes in pencil. Has *Paragon* sent your book to the editorial staff of *Modern Notes*, and when?...I saw Shirinsky and he claims that there will be a review in issue 4. Your theme is very important...but our people are too simple-minded and do not have the habit of thinking deeply. I am cold and the problem with my eyes bothers me now...'

5/1/3  Letter, in Russian, from A. Remizov, asking for copies of the Dostoevsky book to be sent to Michel Ossorguine in Paris; he asks him to send a journal article to Nikolai Freudenstein in Paris; he comments on a play by Steinberg, *Vo rvu gibelnom* (In the pit of destruction); he says that he is trying to write about the period of 1919-1921, but feels that it is a waste of time, because nobody is really interested in his albums  8 Jan 1933

5/1/4  Correspondence, in Russian, between Steinberg and Elena Viksievna Kelly about a projected tape and slide presentation on his life and work; includes photocopies of the typescript  1974

5/1/5  Letter, and photocopy, in Russian, to Assia Klausner from Vladimir Belous, requesting permission to look through Steinberg's papers for letters from Russian writers, particularly from Ivanov-Razumnik  1993

5/1/6  Letter in Russian [largely indecipherable] from I. Steinberg at the World Jewish Congress, Geneva, to Assia Klausner, enclosing a letter from an American student  1993
5/1/7 Letter to Assia Klausner from Steinberg's niece Mrs Charney about Belous  1993

5/1/8 Two copies of a letter, in Russian, from Eitan Finkelstein, the editor of Evreiskii Zhurnal, to Assia Klausner: he wishes to publish Steinberg's work, History as experience, in Russia and asks if she has the original chapters in Russian  1993

5/2 Transcripts of tapes on the life of Steinberg

5/2/1 Transcripts of the first and second tapes on the life of Steinberg; accompanying letter to Steinberg from Elena Vikiesvana Kelly, apologising for the delay in beginning work on the project  1973-4

5/2/2 Transcripts of tapes 3 and 4 on the life of Steinberg, with reminiscences about writers of the 1920s, including Karsavin  1974

5/2/3 Transcripts of tapes 5 to 8 on the life of Steinberg; letter in Russian from Elena Vikiesvana Kelly to Steinberg  1973

5/2/4 Transcripts of tapes 9 to 13 on the life of Steinberg  1973

5/3 Publications: alphabetical by author

5/3/1 Newspaper cutting, and photocopy, in Russian, of an article by Belous on Ivanov-Razumnik n.d.

5/3/2 Glossolalia by Andrei Bely, signed by the author and inscribed in Russian 'To dear Aaron Zakharovich Steinberg with love'  1922

5/3/3 Na perevale (At the crossroads) by Andrei Bely  1923

5/3/4 Pervoye svidanie (First meeting): narrative poem by Andrei Bely  1922

5/3/5 Peterburg a novel in two parts by Andrei Bely  1922

5/3/6 Posle razluki (After the parting) by Andrei Bely: the copy is inscribed in Russian 'To dear Aaron Zakharovich Steinberg with great love'  1922

5/3/7 Stikhi o Rossii (Verses on Russia) by Andrei Bely, published in Berlin  1922

5/3/8 Zapiski chudaka (Memoirs of an eccentric) by Andrei Bely, volumes one and two, published in Moscow  1922


5/3/10 Istoryia evreiskova soldata (Story of a Jewish soldier) by Sophia Dubnow, incomplete copy, published in Petrograd  1918

5/3/11 Offprint of 'Vstrechi s A.I.Braudo' (Meetings with A.I.Braudo) by Sophia Dubnow n.d.

5/3/12 Odyety kamniem (Clothed in fire): an historical novel by Olga  1957
Forsh, published in Moscow
Monograph by A.A. Goldenveizer on Yakov Lvovich Taitel; an offprint from an anthology Evreiski Mir (Jewish World) published in New York

5/3/14 Poema o smerti (Poem on death) by L.P. Karsavin, with an inscription to Steinberg on title page

5/3/15 Suschnost sotsialisma (The essence of socialism): a monograph by A. Scheffel, sixth edition, published by Raspopova, which contains the author's prefaces to the first and second editions (1874, 1877)

5/3/16 Three copies of Dostoevsky v Londone: povest v chetyriokh destviakh (Dostoevsky in London: a story in four acts) by Steinberg

5/3/17 Copy of Dostoevsky v Londone: povest v chetyriokh destviakh (Dostoevsky in London: a story in four acts) by Steinberg

5/3/18 Transcript of Druzhba s russkimi intelligantame dvatsatykh godov (Friendship with the Russian intelligentsia in the twenties: notes by a contemporary) by Steinberg:
the chapter headings are:
1) `Valeri Yakovlovich Bryusov'
2) `Filosofskoe sodruzhestvo' (the philosophical community)
3) `Bely zagranitsel' (Bely abroad)
4) `Dvye dushe Gorkovo' (The two souls of Gorky)
5) `Samotsvetnye slova' (Semi-precious words)
6) `Na Peterburgskom perekrestke' (At the Petersburg crossroads)
7) `Lev Shestov-siluet v chadu revolyutsii' (Lev Shestov-silhouette in the smoke of revolution)
8) `Ostryi glaz O. Forsh' (the keen vision of Olga Forsh)
9) `Vmesto poslesloviya: Rossiya i evrei' (In place of an epilogue: Russia and the Jew): this chapter is dedicated to the memory of Lev Platonovich Karsavin

He begins in 1910 when he was a student in the Heidelberg Philosophy Department, and was very drawn to poetry. He used to return to Moscow and meet Russian poets. He describes the efforts of a group of philosophers and intellectuals to establish a distinctive Russian philosophical school, the Free Philosophical Association.

In chapter 9 he writes as follows:
`After the death of Blok and following the emigration from White Russia and the loss of influential members of the group, (the Free Philosophical Association), we felt like splinters of a broken vessel'

5/3/19 Typescript of the "original manuscript" of `Druzhba s russkimi intelligantami dvatsatykh godov' (Friendship with the Russian intelligentsia in the twenties: notes by a contemporary) additional headings are `Lev Shestov' and `O evreiskom natsionalnom kharaktere' (on the Jewish national character)

5/3/20 Sistema svobody Dostoevskovo (Dostoevsky's system of freedom) by Steinberg

5/3/21 Copies of Sistema Svobody Dostoevskovo (Dostoevsky's system of freedom) by Steinberg, originally published in 1922: there is a
resume of the author's life on the back cover

5/4

Publications: alphabetical by title

5/4/1 Volumes 1-6 of Arkhiv Russkoi revolutsii (Archive of the Russian revolution), second edition, editor-in-chief I.V. Tessenom, published in Berlin: the contributors and articles are listed at the back of each volume, with details of documents and correspondence included 1922

5/4/2 Volumes 7-12 of Arkhiv Russkoi revolutsii 1923

5/4/3 Chasy (Time): an anthology of prose and poetry, published in Peterburg 1922

5/4/4 Issue of Evreiskii Zhurnal (Jewish Journal) containing a reprint of an article by Steinberg about Simon Dubnow, and an article about Steinberg written by Shimon Markish; two letters are enclosed in the journal, one of which is a photocopy 1991, n.d.

5/4/5 Issue of Evreiskii Zhurnal (Jewish Journal) containing a letter, in Russian, to Anna Grigorevna [Klausner]: the letter is from I.Steinberg in Geneva and mentions Eitan Finkelstein's insistence that he send her this issue of the journal 1992

5/4/6 Photocopies of a journal article Konstitutionnaya zhizn i yuridcheskii metod (Constitutional life and the legal process) by Steinberg from Journal of the Ministry of Justice; photocopies of a review by Steinberg entitled 'Filosofiya Mnimavo' (Philosophy of the imaginary) published in the journal Russkaya Mycl (Russian Thought): the review is of a book by Professor Vaihinger; photocopy of an overall review by Steinberg of books by various German philosophers; typescript of a lecture given by Steinberg at a meeting of the Volnaya filosofskaya assotsiatsiya (Independent Philosophical Association) entitled 'Dostoevski kak filosof' (Dostoevsky as philosopher); typescript 'Lev Shestov'; photocopy of an article about the launch of Evreiskii Zhurnal (Jewish Journal) by Alexander Berg; copies of encyclopaedia entries in English on Yiddish language and literature; copy of a publication by the World Jewish Congress Novosti Evreiskoi Kultury (News of Jewish Culture) 1912, 1921, 1992

5/4/7 Journal article 'Kultura i zhizn'(Culture and life) by S.Stein, with inscription in Russian from the author on flyleaf: inserted are handwritten notes in German, 'Inkonsequenzen', signed by the author n.d.

5/4/8 P.L.Lavrov: stati, vospominaniya, materialy (P.L.Lavrov: articles, reminiscences, material), published in St Peterburg 1922 [U/F]


5/4/11 Commemorative pamphlet Pamyati Aleksandra Bloka 1922; reprint
(Recollections of Alexander Blok): a publication by the Independent Philosophical Association, St Peterburg, with contributions from Andrei Bely, Ivanov-Razumnik and Steinberg 1971

5/4/12 Copy of Pravila Russkoi orfografii i punktuatsii (Rules of Russian orthography and punctuation) 1962

5/4/13 Part of an issue of Russkaya Mycl (Russian Thought) with a review article by Steinberg on the journal Logos; copy of Pravda, which includes an article 'Why is the cult of personality alien to the spirit of Marxism-Leninism?' 1912, 1956

5/4/14 Two incomplete copies of Russkie Simbolisty (The Russian Symbolists) about Konstantin Balmont, Valeri Bryusov and Andrei Bely: the author is Ellis 1910

5/4/15 Journal article 'Sorokalietiye russkoi poesii v SSSR' (On forty years of Russian poetry in the USSR) n.d.

5/4/16 'Chistaya kniga' (a clean book) an article about the life and work of Steinberg written by A.Arkhangel'ski from the journal Strana i mir (Our Country and the World); letter from I.Steinberg to Assia Klausner 1992

5/4/17 Issue of a journal Volya Rossii (The Will of Russia), published in Prague May 1923


6

World Jewish Congress, Cultural Department

6/1

Correspondence: alphabetical sequence

6/1/1 'Abeyance file': minutes of a meeting of members of the European Jewish communities, 27 Apr 1958; correspondence of Steinberg, mainly with New York or Delhi; notes; typescript 'Report on my visit to Poland (April 18 - April 26 1958) and on my conference with representatives of Polish and Rumanian Jewry' by Dr A.Tartakower; list of press coverage of the first international congress of Jewish music; minutes of executive meeting of the American branch of the World Jewish Congress; newspaper cuttings and periodicals, mainly in Hebrew script; details of Dr Shlomo Hofman; invitation; provisional list of delegates, representatives and observers: list 2; copy of Jewish Cultural Affairs, New York, Jul 1957; typescript 'interim report on the WJC investigations in alignment with Unesco's textbooks improvement project', 10 Dec 1954 1954-8

6/1/2 Accounts—number 3, textbook revision: statements of account; correspondence 1951-6

statements of account; correspondence

6/1/4    Accounts—World Jewish Congress office, Algiers: statements of account; correspondence, in French
          1959-63

6/1/5    Accounts—Cultural programme: statements of accounts
          1954-61

6/1/6    Accounts—Dr G.Riegner, Geneva office and Mr Pulvermann: statements of accounts, much relating to the Cultural Department, New York; correspondence
          1954-8

6/1/7    Accounts—Dr G.M.Riegner, Geneva office and Assia Klausner and the Cultural programme: statements of account; correspondence
          1960-6

6/1/8    Accounts—World Jewish Congress British Section cultural expenses: accounts; draft budget, memorandums; correspondence
          1956-66

6/1/9    Argentina: correspondence of Marc Turkow, World Jewish Congress, Buenos Aires; newspaper cuttings; papers of the conference of the South American Executive of the World Jewish Congress; press survey
          1960-1

6/1/10   'Documents brought back by Dr Steinberg from Argentina/Montevideo, Nov/Dec 1954': correspondence of Steinberg mainly in Montevideo and Buenos Aires including exchanges with the World Jewish Congress, New York, Dr Nahum Goldmann, Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany, New York, the Uruguay Section and the French Section of the World Jewish Congress; correspondence and papers relating to Romania's application for Unesco membership
          1954-5

6/1/11   Executives: minutes of the World Jewish Congress American Branch executive meeting; press survey; digests; correspondence, some in French; newspapers, mainly in Hebrew script; journals; statement made by Dr F.R.Bienfeld, head of the legal department of the World Jewish Congress before the non-governmental organisations committee of ECOSOC, 12 Jul 1956
          1954-61

6/1/12   Executives—World Jewish Congress executive committee meeting, London, Jan 1956: agenda and background material; correspondence
          1955-6

          1955-73

6/1/14   Executives: World Jewish Congress world executive meeting, 1958: list of delegates; recommendations to the organisational committee of the World Jewish Congress as proposed by the Israel executive; agenda; circulars; text of talks
          1958

6/1/15   Executives: World executive papers, some in Hebrew or French including reports, typescript paper 'World Jewry today' by Dr
          1961
Nehemiah Robinson, Apr 1961, pamphlets produced by the New York office on the prosecution of war criminals

**6/1/16**
Financial: estimates of expenditure for projects of the Cultural Department; accounts; correspondence; draft budget; statements; programmes of activities

1951-60

**6/1/17**
First International Conference of Christians and Jews, Oxford, 1946: typescript paper "Mutual responsibility: the message of the First International Conference of Christians and Jews"; reports, including on group tensions, on fundamental postulates of Christianity and Judaism in relation to human order, prejudice in army life, youth education, aspects of university life in the USA; timetable; list of members; Conseil des Associations Juives de Belgique "Rapport sur la situation de l'éducation juive et de l'enseignement juif en Belgique" by J. Danieli; "Extract from the provisional memorandum of points discussed with Dr Warendorf and Mr Bemberg on the legal questions relating to the disposal of publications found in enemy territory and taken into custody by the allied control commissions or other properly authorised bodies"; American Jewish Congress poster, which includes a reproduction of Mitchell Siporin's painting *The endless voyage*

1946

**6/1/18**
Papers of Assia Klausner: personal and World Jewish Congress business letters of Assia Klausner, some in French, German or Russian, including correspondence with her husband Joe; correspondence of Harry and Jenny Solomon; poem in Russian; copy of a report by Assia Klausner for a meeting of experts on the promotion of teaching of race questions in primary and secondary schools; photographs of two Dutch portraits, 1955; text of a speech; Bukit Mertajam Rubber Company director's report and statement of accounts, 1960; typescript biographical notes on Isaac Levitan; order of service for the memorial service of the Gerald Rufus Isaacs, Marquis of Reading, 10 Oct 1960; printed report of the executive committee of the World Jewish Congress, British Section, 1958-9 (1960); newspaper cuttings; map of Italy; receipts for accommodation; typescript report on the tenth general conference of Unesco; typescript diet; letters from Raia, Cairo, addressed to "my dear girl" and letter to Mrs M Klausner; article by Martin Mayer "A great orchestra and the man behind it" in *The Reporter*, 3 Nov 1955; laws and byelaws of the burial society of the United Synagogue, Jun 1955; memorandum from Henry Mayer with reviews of his son, Martin Mayer's book *The experts*; business cards

1929, 1945-60

**6/1/19**
Papers of Assia Klausner inside a leather writing case: black and white photographs of a family group; copy of a letter from Leon Algazi, Paris, to Steinberg and Assia Klausner; letter from Assia Klausner to Mark, 1 Jan 1943; copy of a report by Assia Klausner for a meeting of experts on the promotion of teaching of race questions in primary and secondary schools; *Books of the month*: Simpkins selected list, Oct 1950, with a poem for 'A.K.' signed N.L., 3 Jan 1944; poem

c. 1943-50

**6/1/20**
Papers of Assia Klausner: copy of *Tribuna Israelita*, 1944; notes; bank statements and expenses lists; programmes for a show at Radio City Music Hall, Rockefeller Center, New York, and for performances presented in honour of the Unesco conference; telegrams; newspaper cuttings, in Spanish; copy of *El Nacional*, Nov 1947; carbon copy of "Apuentes historicos sobre los judios en Mexico"; Unesco programmes for 1948, to be considered at the

1944-7
conference in Mexico City, 1947; amendments to working programme; paper drinks coasters and place settings from the Empire State Observatory, New York; guide to the museum collections of the Franklin D.Roosevelt Library; guide to the Museo Nacional de Artes Plasticas, Mexico; printed rules of procedure for the Unesco conference; booklets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6/1/21</td>
<td>Papers of Assia Klausner at the second conference of Unesco, Mexico: invitations to events; correspondence; menu for banquet; printed address delivered by Fernando Casas Aleman, head of the Federal district, in Spanish, English and French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1/22</td>
<td>Papers of Assia Klausner: notes of sessions of the Comite d'experts sur le &quot;Droit de Participer a la Vie Culturelle&quot;, 1952; Unesco agenda, papers, including a Commission Internationale pour une histoire scientifique et culturelle de l'humanite paper 'Twentieth century version of the apocalypse', 1952; paper 'Les faits sur la proposition de retirer le statut consultatif de l'Union Internationale de Etudaints a l'Unesco'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1/24</td>
<td>Papers of Assia Klausner: correspondence between Assia Klausner and the World Jewish Congress; private correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1/25</td>
<td>Papers of Assia Klausner: correspondence; newspaper cuttings; lists of subscribers to journals; flyer for a book; notes for a speech; note from Dr Arieh Tartakower to Assia Klausner; press release; notes; Biblioteca Popular Judia pamphlets Josué by Jaime Barylko and Historia de la Declaracion Balfour by Chaim Weizmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1/26</td>
<td>Papers of Assia Klausner: World Jewish Congress golden jubilee commemorative booklet; IJA report, newsletter; correspondence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1/27</td>
<td>Plenary assemblies: press communiques from the fourth plenary assembly of the World Jewish Congress, Stockholm, 1959; notes for a speech; letter to Mr and Mrs Klausner with notes scribbled on the back; invoices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1/28</td>
<td>Plenary assemblies—fourth, Stockholm, 1959: resolutions and decisions; list of resolutions; memorandum presented by the Dutch delegation; proposed programme and budget for the Cultural Department of the Israeli executive; list of members of the Cultural Commission; press communiques; draft resolutions; list of proposals by the presidium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1/29</td>
<td>'Private file': agenda; list of names; committee papers; correspondence; manuscript notes; journals, newsletters, some in French; newspaper cuttings, some in Hebrew script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/1/30</td>
<td>'Private file': correspondence; budget for cultural activities in Israel; draft of a circular, in French, to the Sephardic community in Morocco; questionnaire; circulars, including from the World Jewish Congress Organisation Department, New York; list of suggested titles for a popular Jewish library; memorandum on human rights by Dr F.R.Bienenfeld; notes; report on activities of the World Jewish Congress European executive, 1953–4; newsletter; programme; text of recommendations numbers 36-7 to the sixteenth international conference on public education, Geneva,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1953; booklet *Commission Culturelle Juive D'Algerie*; outline of a project on the Jewish population from a demographical, social point of view


6/1/32 Sections—British: correspondence relating to the book supply centre and research committee; pencil list of places or organisations to which books have been sent, 1946; Unesco provisional conference agenda and report of activities, 1947; World Jewish Congress skeleton programme of cultural activities; resolutions of restitution of the war emergency conference at Atlantic City; resolutions adopted by the special European conference of the World Jewish Congress, 23 Aug 1945

6/1/33 Sections—British, joint book supply committee and book supply centre: letters of appreciation and thanks for the supply of books

6/1/34 Sections—British, research committee: correspondence, notes of meetings, minutes of the Cultural, European and Social-economic sections of committee; correspondence, biographical notes, curriculum vitae relating to individuals

6/1/35 Sections—British, research committee, legal section: correspondence, some in French; biographical details; report by J.H.Blumenstein, acting national chairman of the committee on social and economic studies, Canadian Jewish Congress, 1945; list of papers given to Dr P.Weis relating to war crimes, 1944; notes on a paper relating to Yugoslavia's jewry, 1943; copy of the opening address by Cecil Roth of the conference on the restoration of continental Jewish museums, libraries and archives, London, 11 Apr 1943; questionnaire; notes; typescript paper discussing the law of libel and slander in Great Britain and other countries; extract from the *American Journal of International Law*; reprint of an article 'Jewish emigration from Poland in post-war years' by Arieh Tartakower, 1940; typescript paper 'Statelessness as a legal political problem' by Dr P.Weis; biographical notes on Dr George Weis

6/1/36 Sections—French: accounts and budgets; correspondence

6/1/37 'Dr Steinberg—Geneva conference': conference papers, including 'The Cultural Department of the World'; report to the world executive by Steinberg, speakers' notes for Geneva assembly, 1951 and third plenary assembly, 1953, opening statement by Dr Israel Goldstein, draft resolution on cultural matters, notes, correspondence, suggested agenda

6/1/38 Papers of Dr D.Tabor: correspondence of Steinberg, Dr Hermann Levin Goldschmidt and A.L.Easterman; drafts of 'Our cultural unity' by Steinberg; newspaper cuttings; two copies of a report to the World Executive on the Cultural Department of the World Jewish Congress; typescript paper 'Working group on human rights: replies to questionnaire of 12th June 1965'; two copies of

1952-65

1945-7

1942-7

1943-5

1953-65

1951, 1953

1951-62
the Unesco statement on race, 1951; posters and postcards marking the death of H. Leivick; reprint of an article by Steinberg; article by Beata Bishop for the Unesco Features newsletter.

6/1/39 Textbooks: 'The attitude to Jews and Judaism in textbooks used in English secondary schools for English and European history from the end of antiquity to the French revolution' by Dr Walter Isaacson; 'The Jewish people and Judaism in textbooks on English and European history in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries' by Dr Walter Isaacson; 'The German historian of today and the Jewish question' by F.L. Carsten; Information for visitors to the American schools in Germany; Gegenseitige Revision von Geschichtsbüchern in den nordischen Ländern by Haakon Vigander; United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (Unesco) 'A model plan for the analysis and improvement of textbooks and teaching materials as aids to international understanding'; press survey; 'The Jews and Judaism: a guide for teachers'; draft accounts; copy of a letter from A.L. Easterman to Dr Nehemiah Robinson; list of communications on statement relating to German rearmament; History without bias? by E.H. Dance; Resolutions on the United Nations adopted by the National Administrative Committee of the American Jewish Congress, 1952; newspaper cuttings; 'Lament for Polish Jewry: a review of Dr Joseph Tenenbaum's book Underground by Jacob Glatstein; commentaries on history books; offprint of article; Geschichte im Überblick.

6/1/40 Textbooks revision: notes on draft guide; 'The Jews and Judaism: a guide to teachers'

6/1/41 Textbooks Revision—Advisory Council: correspondence; minutes; 'Some guiding ideas for a study of intergroup relations materials in public school textbooks'; 'Directive for the implementation of the WJC project concerning the investigation and revision of school textbooks in general use'.

6/1/42 Textbooks Revision—Advisory Council: 'Investigation and revision of school textbooks in general use' a memorandum by Steinberg; notes; statements of accounts; correspondence; communiqué; minutes.

6/1/43 Textbooks Revision—Advisory Council: notes of minutes and minutes; correspondence; notes on draft guide; 'The Jews and Judaism: a guide to teachers'; copies of 'Two Yiddish textbooks from Poland': a survey by Joseph Fraenkel; papers of the Unesco executive board external relations committee; correspondence; copies of Revue Mensuelle pour les Communautés Israélites dans les Grand-Duché de Luxembourg.

6/1/44 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (Unesco): correspondence, mainly of Dr Noah Barou, including the World Jewish Congress Cultural Department, London and the New York office; 'Memorandum to the members of the executive of the World Jewish Congress'; Unesco paper for the Temporary International Council for Educational Reconstruction listing national branches of TICER member reconstruction; Unesco sessions papers; report of the executive committee of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress on the second conference of international non-governmental organisations on reconstruction and rehabilitation, 22 May 1947; agreement between the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (Unrra) and the...
Preparatory Commission of Unesco

6/1/45 Unesco: conference papers including the text of a speech delivered by Jaime Torres Bodet, Director General of Unesco and a report on the establishment of Unesco by Steinberg, 1945; notes; 'How to combat racial philosophy' by Dr I.Zollschan 1945-54

6/1/46 Unesco: sessions papers, some in French, Spanish or Russian, including draft reports, draft resolutions, provisional agendas, correspondence, circulars, press release; Unesco and its programme booklets Geography teaching for international understanding and Better history textbooks; newspaper cuttings; reprint of articles by Mark Wischnitzer 'The council of four lands and its minute', 1947, and 'The road ahead for the future of Jewry in America', 1945; exhibition catalogue, 1958 1945-65


6/1/48 Unesco: World Jewish Affairs bulletins; newspaper cuttings, some in Italian, German; page three of Unesco Features on the election of members of the Unesco executive board; text of a speech by Rene Maheu, the Acting Director General of Unesco, at the opening session of the international educational building conference, London, 25 Jul 1962; text of a speech by Sir Edward Boyle, Minister of Education and leader of the UK delegation, to the general session of Unesco, 16 Nov 1962; Unesco Journal, 1 Apr 1949 and National Commission News, 1949 relating to the second conference 1948-62

6/1/49 Unesco: general conference session reports and papers; speech delivered by Jaime Torre Bodet, Director General of Unesco, to the general conference at the conclusion of his report of activities, 1952; 'International recommendation on technical and vocational education'; 'Access of women to the teaching profession; report and recommendations of a regional workshop on some problems of research in primary education'; report of a seminar for South and East Asia on the associated schools project in education for international understanding; papers and draft report of the special committee of governmental experts on the preparation of a draft international convention and a draft recommendation of the various aspects of discrimination in education; preliminary report, in English and French, on discrimination in education; journal of the seventh session of the general conference; handbook of the seventh session of the general conference; Programme for 1957 and 1958 for the ninth session of the general conference, New Delhi; IJA press release 1948-75

6/1/50 Unesco: paper annex 1 'A model for the analysis and improvement 1949-57
of textbooks and teaching materials as aids to international understanding; introduction; 'The Jewish people and Judaism in textbooks on ancient history in English secondary schools' by Dr Walter Isaacson; 'The attitude to Jews and Judaism in textbooks in English secondary schools for English and European history from the end of antiquity to the French revolution' by Dr Walter Isaacson; minutes of the executive committee of the Advisory Council on Textbooks Revision; 'Annual report of the World Jewish Congress to the Director General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, under Section II C 1(a) (vii) of the directives concerning relations with international non-governmental organisations', Apr 1951; 'Books which teach prejudice: will Unesco improve them?' by Dr Wolf Blattberg

6/1/51 Unesco: draft of international covenant on human rights, 11 Apr 1951; paper, in French, on the relationship between Unesco and non-governmental organisations; Guide for national commissions (second edition, 1958); circulars; reports; minutes of a meeting of the London members of the executive committee of the World Jewish Congress, 27 Oct 1949; correspondence

6/1/52 Unesco: 'Observations concerning the draft first international covenant of human rights submitted to the seventh session of the human rights commission by the World Jewish Congress'; correspondence; Unesco agenda, circulars, working party papers, sessional papers, translation of preliminary draft rules of procedure presented to the third session of the conference of international non-governmental organisations approved for consultative arrangements with Unesco; 'report of informal meeting of NGOs with headquarters in London', 13 Jan 1960; general conference papers; minutes of a meeting, Paris, Jul 1951; resolutions, including of the seventh session of the general conference, 1952; provisional agenda; general conference handbook, Florence, 1950

6/1/53 Unesco: survey of the current cultural activities of the World Jewish Congress in Europe and North Africa, Feb-Jun 1956; reports; special communication, in French, of the third plenary assembly of the World Jewish Congress, Geneva, 1953; papers of the Expert committee to study the principles and methods of education for living in a world community, including reports; correspondence; circulars; draft memorandum concerning the discriminatory policies of Jordan and Lebanon in the field of travel for educational scientific and cultural purposes; introductory remarks by Steinberg to the cultural debate at the national conference of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress; list of Unesco submissions; report of the fifth conference of international non-governmental organisations approved for consultative arrangements with Unesco; statement on race, 1951; minutes of the executive committee of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress

6/1/54 Unesco: general conference session papers, including reports, speeches, provisional agendas, rules of procedure, pencil notes by Steinberg, some in French and Russian; reports relating to education and to publication and book production; conference manual; journal of the general conference; journals; newspaper cuttings, some in German; circulars; statement submitted by the World Jewish Congress to the executive board of Unesco; A report on the eleventh session of the general conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, 1960;
two copies of text and document folder on anti-Semitism, Nov 1960

6/1/55 Unesco and anti-Jewish discrimination by Jordan and Lebanon: memorandum presented by the World Jewish Congress to the ninth session of the general conference of Unesco; list of member associations of WJC to receive material presented to the ninth general conference; World Jewish Congress correspondence including with the American Jewish Congress, the Rabbinate of Luxembourg, the Board of Deputies of British Jews; 'NEA sponsored tours to Arab countries that bar Jews': a memorandum submitted by the American Jewish Congress to the Board of Directors of the National Educational Association, New York, Oct 1956; 'Note on the World Jewish Congress action regarding anti-Jewish discrimination by certain states within the framework of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (Unesco)'; memoir by the French Section of the World Jewish Congress; press release; resolution adopted at the eighth session of the general conference of Unesco, Montevideo, 1954; The Jewish Agency's digest of press and events; newspaper cutting

6/1/56 Unesco, Geneva conference: text of a speeches delivered by Torres Bodet, Director General of Unesco at the close of the sixth session of the general conference, 1951 and in presenting his report to the fourteenth international conference on public education; Unesco general conference session papers

6/2 Correspondence: chronological sequence

6/2/1 Correspondence with Jewish organisations; World Jewish Congress British Section bulletin; invitations; programmes; newspaper cuttings, including some in German

6/2/2 Correspondence with Jewish organisations, including the American Federation for Lithuanian Jews; newspaper cuttings, some in Hebrew script, French; invitations

6/2/3 Correspondence; offprint of an article 'Zur jüdischen Geistesgeschichte in der Emanzipationszeit: ein Brief L.N.Mannheims' by Dr Rafael Edelmann; 'Mexico as a center of anti-Semitic publications' by M.Glikowski, World Jewish Congress, New York; report, in French, of cultural activities of the French Section of the World Jewish Congress; newspaper cuttings, some in French and Dutch; 'Observations on the document of the Board of Deputies of 7th June 1944 concerning post-war problems and policy'; obituary of Kurt Koffka; minutes of the meeting of the American Section of the World Jewish Congress; printed reports, in English and French, by the Secretary General of the activities of the World Jewish Congress; copies, in English and Russian, of Jewish Cultural News; Institute of Jewish Affairs Reports; constitution of the Board of Deputies; World Jewish Congress Cultural Department 'Jewish People's University: a master plan'; printed reports of the world executive and British Section of the World Jewish Congress, 1940; part of a list of officers of the World Jewish Congress; printed reports, in English and French, of the activities of Jewish students by the World Union of Jewish Students; Policy and action of the World Jewish Congress, 1966-1974; Resolutions and decisions adopted by the sixth plenary assembly of the World Jewish Congress, Jerusalem; Eichmann:
master of the murder machine (New York, 1961); Eichmann's confederates and the Third Reich hierarchy (New York, 1961); newsletters; Twenty years of the Institute of Jewish Affairs, 1941-1961: a record of activities and achievements (New York, 1961); memorandum submitted to the second session of the council of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration by the World Jewish Congress; British Society for International Understanding leaflet: The prosecution of war criminals since the end of the war: a brief survey (New York, 1961); memorandum on the formation of an advisory committee on cultural projects; agenda of a World Jewish Congress executive committee meeting, Jun 1954; press release containing biographical sketch of Dr Gerhart Riegner, Director General of the World Jewish Congress; minutes of the meeting of the administrative committee; minutes of the meeting of the University extension courses advisory committee of Jews' College, 9 Jul 1947; summary of a lecture by Steinberg to the World Union of Jewish Students, 1957 "Message adressé par M. René Maheu, Directeur Général p.i. de l'Unesco au Congrès Juif Mondial à l'occasion du 25ème anniversaire de sa fondation"; "Legal aspects of Jewish rehabilitation in Germany: studies and documents no 1" by George Weis; "Forty years of World Jewish Congress — achievements and tasks" an address by Dr Gerhart M. Riegner

6/2/4 Correspondence, some in French, Spanish or Hebrew script; statement by Maurice Edelman, President of the Anglo-Jewish Association to its council meeting, 21 Jan 1963; copies of chapters of a work sent by A. Leon Kubowitzki to Steinberg relating to indemnification and reparations, liquidation of the war, the Nuremberg trials, genocide, human rights, the World Jewish Congress and the United Nations; newspaper cuttings; draft budget for the cultural activities of the World Jewish Congress, Israel executive; memorandums; Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany correspondence and Conference of Jewish Culture list of projects of first importance; "Observations on the views expressed and the decisions suggested in the course of deliberations of the advisory committee on cultural applications"; notes by Steinberg on an investigation into the cultural position of world Jewry outside Israel; newspaper cuttings, some in Hebrew script; report on the activities of the Department of Culture and Education of the World Jewish Congress, 1947; committee minutes; "Memorandum sur les recente et graves menees antisemites en Argentine en represailles contre l'exécution d'Eichmann en Israel"; minutes of a meeting of the national council of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress

6/2/5 Correspondence; circulars, including a statement by Martin Luther King, Reinhold Niebuhr and six other leading theologians and religious figures in the USA praying for peace in the Middle East; galley proof of an article by Steinberg; press statement; press surveys; memorandums; newspaper cuttings; journal articles; reprint of an article 'The two sources of Simon Dubnow's thought' by Steinberg from the Jewish Book Annual; Report on activities of the World Jewish Congress January - May 1945 (Jun 1945); booklets 2 and 4 from the fourth plenary assembly of the World Jewish Congress, Stockholm, Aug 1959; Record and prospect: report of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress to the national conference, Dec 1951; The World Jewish Congress: survey of policy and action, 1948-53; copy of Hojas Literarias Illustradas, Feb 1954
6/2/6 Correspondence, some in French, mainly to Steinberg but also to A.L.Kubowitzki, New York office, World Jewish Congress; preliminary remarks on Lady Reading's reports on interviews relating to questions of indemnification; typescript paper 'Exposé sur un centre mondial juif pour les relations culturelles à Paris'; 'Declaration on the peace treaty with Germany'; paper by F.R.Bienenfeld 'Comment on the "agreed articles in draft peace treaties"'; agenda for a meeting of the executives of the Association of Jewish Refugees with an appended paper of suggestions by the Leeds group; minutes of the office committee of the World Jewish Congress 1946

6/2/7 Correspondence; short minutes of the meeting of London members of the European Executive, 1951; agendas; notes; papers for the consideration of the meeting of the European Executive of the World Jewish Congress, Paris; Institute of Jewish Affairs paper 'Possible emergencies and the World Jewish Congress'; 'Working paper on the emergency planning of the World Jewish Congress'; minutes of the meeting of the Israeli members of the general council of the World Jewish Congress; papers of the Unesco conference of international non-governmental organisations; Unesco memorandum; 'Report to the executive committee of the World Jewish Congress, British Section, on the Paris conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (Unesco)'; Proceedings for the protection by international treaty of claims to restitution of nationals of a party to treaty against this party by George Weis; La Vie; list of members of the cultural committee; typescript report of a speech by Steinberg to the third session, British Section, ninth biennial national conference, London, 1955; newspaper cuttings; World Jewish Congress facts; offprint of 'New trends in Jewish sociology' by Ariah Tartakower; Guide de la première conférence générale et du mois de l'UNESCO (Paris, 1946); resolution of general assembly and related Unesco general conference session papers, 1949 1946-55

6/2/8 Correspondence of Steinberg at the World Jewish Congress Cultural Department, including a confidential memorandum from Gerhart Riegner, Geneva, on the ecumenical council, 1962; booklet Histoire de la Philosophie III; booklet on the Jewish Historical Society of England; World Jewish Affairs news and feature service paper 'Xenophobia in Egypt: chief targets — the Jews' by Goeran Byttner; World Jewry, Mar/Apr 1964; The British Journal of Sociology, Mar 1963; paper 'Collegio rabbinico Italiano'; World Jewry British Section Record, Apr 1964; The Wiener Library Bulletin, Apr 1964; World Jewish Congress Oficina Judia de Informacion, New York, paper 'Abordemos nuestro problema de cultura'; typescript list of items on cultural activities in the Jewish press; World Jewish Congress Israeli executive proposed budget and programme for Cultural Department, 1959-60; The Pedagogic Reporter, Nov 1956; press release; La Vie Juive; notes; minutes of the special European conference of the World Jewish Congress on anti-Semitism, 1-2 Dec 1962; Jewish Observer and Middle East Review; list of members of the comite d'honneur and comite technique; programme of the first international congress of Jewish music; minutes of the executive committee of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress and of the Israeli executive; newspaper cuttings; Schools of Jewish philosophy: catalogue of an exhibition presented on the occasion of Jewish book week, 1963; draft cultural resolutions to be submitted to the executive; memorandum to the London members of the European executive 1946-67
from Dr F.R.Bienenfeld; summary survey on anti-Semitism; 'The Paris parleys' by S.J.Goldsmith; directive for the implementation of the World Jewish Congress project concerning the investigation and revision of school textbooks in general use; minutes of the Advisory Council on Textbooks Revision; minutes of the study group with appended draft memorandum; note on a special meeting of the sub-committee to advise on proposals for a permanent memorial to Jewish victims of nazism, 1966; statement made before the commission on human rights, 12 Apr 1957

6/2/9 Correspondence; digest of activities; minutes of the office committee; Bulletin of the Free Jewish Club; copy of Das neue Israel; The World Jewish Congress: survey of policy and action, 1948-53; agenda and related papers for a meeting of the European executive; notes on Australia; 'Statement of the American Jewish Congress on the plan for a permanent organization submitted by the committee on future organization of the American Jewish Congress'; chairman's agenda for the meeting of the cultural committee; motions for resolutions at the national conference of the World Jewish Congress British Section

6/2/10 Correspondence; Jewish Telegraphic Agency bulletins; articles, in German and Hebrew; newspaper cuttings, in Hebrew; press survey

6/2/11 Correspondence, some with the American Jewish Congress, the World Union of Jewish Studies; Jewish Telegraphic Agency daily news bulletin; copy of an article on the Vatican Council and the Jews; copies of Congress Digest; programme for the fifth world congress of Jewish studies, Jerusalem; Congress Bi-weekly, 10 Feb 1964; newspaper cuttings and articles; reports; constitution and rules of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress; press surveys; minutes of the office committee, 26 Mar 1948; report of activities of the Institute of Jewish Affairs, New York, Jan-Mar 1948; Jews in European Europe vol 2, number 5, Jul 1964; list of delegates and text of address by Steinberg for a conference on 'Why remain Jewish in this changing world ?', 13 Jun 1965; programme for an exhibition at the Centre de Documentation Juive Contemporaine, Musée du Memorial du Martyr Juif Inconnu, Paris

6/2/12 Correspondence, some with Unesco and the American Jewish Congress; draft press release on a statistical survey on Jewish university students in Great Britain; newspaper cuttings, one in Hebrew script; Noah Barou Memorial Lecture The Jewish people today: a survey by Morris Ginsberg, 1956; Unesco general conference session papers and reports and other committee papers for the conference of international non-governmental organisations; typescript text of a journal article; Conseil International de la Philosophie et des Sciences Humaines Bulletin, 1951-3

6/2/13 Correspondence; press surveys; reprint of an article 'The cultural background of the narrative in Luke I and II' by Paul Winter from The Jewish Quarterly Review, Jan 1955; 'Protocolo de la reunion del consejo de la oficina latinoamericana del Congreso Judío Mundial, 1958; newspaper cuttings; copies of periodicals; report of the French Section of the World Jewish Congress; minutes of the Israel executive of the World Jewish Congress; second experimental edition of 'Periodic reports on the Jewish position' by the Institute of Jewish Affairs, Dec 1959; Rundbrief zur Förderung der Freundschaft zwischen dem Alten und dem Neuen Gottesvolk—im Geiste der beiden Testamente, Apr 1950; minutes
of the administrative committee of the World Jewish Congress; 'Ideology and culture'; copy of 'Informacion oficial redial del Comite Representativo de la colectividad Israelita de Chile'; confidential memorandum from Dr V. Winsterstein, Rio de Janeiro, Mar 1967; copies of Congress Digest; press releases; 'Some items about WJC organizational matters', 1950; memorandum on the treatment of the Jewish population in Iraq; statement of the American Jewish Congress on loyalty oaths adopted by the executive committee, 5 Oct 1949; aide memoires; minutes of the American Branch of the World Jewish Congress executive; agenda and background material for a meeting of the World Jewish Congress European Executive; report of proceedings of the World Praesidium Conference of the World Council on Jewish Education, New York, 1966; by-laws, open balances of conference cultural allocations, budget, memorandum, report on the annual scholarship and fellowship programme of the Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture; Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture memorandum 'Research on the catastrophe: building bridges between East and West' by Jacob Robinson; minutes of the fifth meeting of the governing council of the World Jewish Congress, Geneva, 1967; motions for resolution at the fifteenth biennial national conference correspondence, including Unesco papers; papers for a Unesco conference of international non-governmental organisations; copies of a typescript paper on a survey sponsored by the Cultural Department; extract from resolutions of the eighth session of Unesco, Paris, 1955; draft paper 'Cultural activities'; Rhodesian Jewish Board of Deputies paper on Rhodesian Jewry; South African Jewish Board of Guardians summary of 'Report on Jewish youth in South Africa after an on the spot study from May 24 to August 27 1953' by Rabbi Louis Mitgrom; minutes of meetings of the European and Israeli executive of the World Jewish Congress; 'Procès verbal de la réunion de la commission culturelle du conseil français'; minutes of the special meeting of honorary officers and chairman of sub-committees, 1952; memorandums; programmes of the Cultural Department

6/2/14 Correspondence, including Unesco papers; papers for an Unesco conference of international non-governmental organisations; copies of a typescript paper on a survey sponsored by the Cultural Department; extract from resolutions of the eighth session of Unesco, Paris, 1955; draft paper 'Cultural activities'; Rhodesian Jewish Board of Deputies paper on Rhodesian Jewry; South African Jewish Board of Guardians summary of 'Report on Jewish youth in South Africa after an on the spot study from May 24 to August 27 1953' by Rabbi Louis Mitgrom; minutes of meetings of the European and Israeli executive of the World Jewish Congress; 'Procès verbal de la réunion de la commission culturelle du conseil français'; minutes of the special meeting of honorary officers and chairman of sub-committees, 1952; memorandums; programmes of the Cultural Department

6/2/15 Correspondence, mainly with Unesco; Unesco programme for 1952; Comité d'experts sur le "Droit de Participer à la Vie Culturelle" paper commenting on the Unesco document 'Mémoire de pax Romana movement international des intellectuels catholiques'; agenda of a meeting of the American branch of the World Jewish Congress, 1950; typescript paper 'Some information on the Jewish position in Hungary'; 'General observations on our cultural policy': presented to the European Executive of the World Jewish Congress by Steinberg; review of the list of international non-governmental organisations with which Unesco has made consultative arrangements presented to the fifth session of the Unesco general conference, Florence, 1950; 'The cultural work of the World Jewish Congress' a survey by Steinberg; 'Point 3 from the statement issued after the conclusion of the special conference of the World Jewish Congress held in New York in September/October 1950'; Unesco general conference session papers

6/2/16 Correspondence, including a letter from Dr S. Roth to Steinberg enclosing a confidential report of the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany, of the Fédération des Sociétés de France et Kehila de Paris, Cercle Culturel and a letter from F.R. Bienenfeld to Dr G. M. Riegner, World Jewish Congress, Geneva; article; text of a seminar; flyers for Unesco publications; Unesco Features; newspaper cuttings; International Commission
for a Scientific and Cultural History of Mankind working paper 1: 'Plan of the history of man: The development of peoples, their relations and their achievements'; 'Observations concerning the division of the covenant of human rights into two covenants' submitted to the eighth session of the Human Rights Commission by the World Jewish Congress, London, 1952; The fifth session of the general conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation: the report made to the Minister of Education by the United Kingdom delegation (HMSO, London, 1950); notes; 'Summary statement of comments made on the first version of the pamphlet Some suggestions on the teaching of history'; copy of Some suggestions on the teaching of history; Federal Ministry of Education report on Austrian school textbooks; biographical notes on Jaime Torres Bodet, Director General of Unesco; Unesco general conference session papers; messages of Jaime Torres Bodet to congresses at Paris and Zurich; proposed text of a memorandum of undertaking of the government of the German Federal Republic

6/2/17 Correspondence, including material relating to the Israeli executive of the World Jewish Congress; copy of Die Gemeinde; programme of the eleventh conference of the Council of Christians and Jews working group for the diminution of prejudice, Jan 1966; newspaper articles; notes; Prejudice or principle: the government's policy on race; 'The British race relations bill: an essay in coping with race problems by legislation' by Dr F.L.Brassloff, Sep 1965; Congress Digest; 'Assessments of a verdict: the Auschwitz sentences' by Greta Beigel, Sep 1965; 'The anti-semitic radical right in Argentina' by Natan Lerner, Jul 1965; 'Report on the activities of the Association of Libraries of Judaica and Hebraica in Europe during the years 1963/4 and 1964/5'; Association of Libraries and Judaica and Hebraica in Europe plenary session paper 'Problems of bilingualism in connection with a union catalogue of Judaica and Hebraica'; address by the Sir Frank Francis, President of the International Federation of Library Associations, Helsinki, 1965; press releases

6/2/18 Correspondence; list of outstanding commitments of the Cultural Department, 1961; committee minutes; estimates; news bulletin; notes; constitution; report on the twenty second session of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights; letter from the Board of Guardians and Trustees for the Relief of Jewish Poor to Steinberg, 1960; New Year cards; business cards;

6/2/19 World Jewish Congress correspondence; Unesco general conference session papers, including the report of the third conference of international non-governmental organisations approved for consultative arrangements with Unesco and resolutions adopted by the sixth session of the Unesco general conference, 1951; copies of speeches by Jaime Torres Bodet, Director General of Unesco; press release

6/2/20 Correspondence with Unesco; International Commission for a Scientific and Cultural History of Mankind bulletins 1 and 2, plan of the history, list of corresponding members, 1952; provisional agenda, general plan of the book of basic documents, selection of documents to be included in text, consideration of the general introduction to the book, discussion of the presentation and organisation of the book and final report of the Unesco meeting of experts to advise on the preparation of a book of basic documents on human rights, 1951; papers of the Unesco fourteenth session
meeting; 'Technology and the human factor'; notes; summary record of meetings the committee set up by the second conference of international non-governmental organisations approved for consultative arrangements with Unesco, 1952; draft rules of procedure

6/2/21 Correspondence; circulars; memorandum and articles of association of the Jewish Diographical Company Limited, 1954; World Jewish Affairs bulletin; United Nations leaflets; copy of part of a translation of Simon Dubnow's Jewish history by Masayuki Kobayashi into Japanese, 1962; lists, including a copy of a list of names and addresses; AJR Information, May 1962; typescript report on a meeting of Unesco's non-governmental organisations' working group on teaching about United Nations and its specialised agencies; translation from the French of volume five of the History of the Scientific and Cultural Development of Mankind 'The development of peoples and cultures from the end of the eighteenth century to the beginning of the twentieth century' by Charles Morazé (Paris, 1959); typescript of 'La Posicion del Judaismo frente a la cuestion del racismo' by N.Caplan (Buenos Aires, 1953)

6/2/22 Correspondence, including a letter from Leon Baratz, Monte Carlo, 1 Dec 1954; Nouvelle constitution pour les peuples et gouvernements du monde by Leon Galinski (Paris, 1948); agenda and minutes of the Advisory Council on Textbooks Revision, 1952; newsletter; secret paper from Maurice L.Perlzweig, Paris, to the Political Department of the World Jewish Congress on interviews on French policy in North Africa, 1954; co-ordinating committee background papers on matters arising out of the Commonwealth conference; 'The Council of Europe and the World Jewish Congress: memorandum on the possibility of establishing a formal association of co-operation between the bodies'; typescript memorandum, in French, about the nomination to the post of Chief Rabbi of Egypt; 'Programme for future work in Austria to be discussed in Paris by the representatives of the AJDC, AJC, JA and WJC'; 'Note on the Austrian Jewish talks'; press release

6/2/23 Correspondence on behalf of the World Jewish Congress, by Steinberg and Dr Riegner with Ervin Tauber, in German; copy of an agreement between the World Jewish Congress, Tauber and the Israel Motion Pictures Studios Ltd; treatments for the film projects

6/2/24 Correspondence with the South American Executive, Buenos Aires, German Commission for Unesco, French Section of the World Jewish Congress, Paris, and the World Jewish Congress, Algiers; estimates of operational expenses for projects; short minutes of Israel executive of the World Jewish Congress, Apr 1965; programme of the Cultural Department, 1956; newspaper cuttings; report of the British Section cultural activities, 1964-5; circulars, appeal of the non-governmental organisations' working party on literacy; typescript report of the activities of the North African Bureau of the World Jewish Congress; list of names provided by the North African Bureau; 'Activities of the historical center during December'; copy of Jewish Affairs; copies of a report of activities of the Cultural Department, 1953-9; address by René Maheu to the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations; galley proofs; report of the Cultural Department, 1964-5; draft of typescript paper 'Working group on human rights: replies to questionnaire of 12th June 1965'; Standing Conference on the Economic and Social Work of the United Nations paper 'The
universal declaration of human rights — a challenge' by F.L. Brassloff

6/2/25 Letter from Steinberg to Dr Vittorino Veronese, Director General of Unesco
Letter from Dr Veronese to Steinberg, thanking him for his work in world cultural development
16 Feb 1959
22 Jan 1962

6/2/26 Correspondence of Unesco and Israeliitische Kulturgemeinde, Vienna, with the World Jewish Congress; notes; booklet on the United Nations declaration on the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination; booklet Jüdisches Schicksal in Unserer Zeit, 1960; booklet on, list of members and protocol of the Deutsche Unesco-Kommission; Leo Baeck; typescript paper 'Institute of Jewish Affairs'; Congress digest; memorandum from Natan Lerner, World Jewish Congress, New York, to the members of the Executive of the World Jewish Congress on the sixteenth session of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, 1964; 'Periodic reports on the Jewish position' published by the Institute of Jewish Affairs, Dec 1963
1960-4

6/2/27 Correspondence; tentative agenda of a meeting of the world executive of the World Jewish Congress; draft typescript and printed report of the Cultural Department of the World Jewish Congress, 1959-61, submitted to the world executive; draft annotated copies of a paper by Steinberg 'Jewry and the Catholic church'
1961

6/2/28 Correspondence from the World Jewish Congress New York, Algiers and Geneva offices and the Asociacion Israelita, Cochabamba; list of books for the Jewish library in Cochabamba
1961

6/2/29 Correspondence; memorandums; notes; offprint of an article; copy of tables of statistics relating to the Jewish schools in Morocco; 'Tentative proposals for the implementation of the resolution on education adopted by the special European conference on anti-Semitism, December 1962'; newspaper cuttings; index of resolutions of the records of the twelfth session of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation twelfth session, Paris, 1962
1961-4

6/2/30 Correspondence of the World Jewish Congress, including papers relating to the Board of Deputies of British Jews and the World Jewish Congress Geneva, Paris, Buenos Aires and Belgrade offices; accounts of the British Section cultural expenses; poster for a publication of the copper plates of the ancient documents of the Jewish community of Cochin; list titled Davke; minutes of the Association of Libraries of Judaica and Hebraica in Europe; minutes of the executive meeting of the World Union of Jewish Students; minutes of the standing committee elected by the tenth conference of international non-governmental organisations in consultative relations (categories A and B) with Unesco; invoices for books; list of books; list of participants and report of the World Union of Jewish Students winter seminar 'Major tendencies in modern Judaism', Copenhagen, 1966-7; list of international non-governmental organisations admitted to category C (mutual information relationship) of Unesco, Nov 1966; copies of typescript paper 'Work in the field of culture carried out by the World Jewish Congress', 12 Jan 1967; draft of 'Why remain Jewish? a traditional approach' a paper by Steinberg to the British Section of the World Jewish Congress conference 'Why remain Jewish in 1965-7
this changing world ?', 13 Jun 1965

6/2/31 Correspondence, mainly of Assi Klausner, including papers relating to the World Jewish Congress, New York 1967

6/3 Papers: chronological sequence

6/3/1 Programme and black and white photographs of sessions and a group of delegates of the first international congress of Jewish music, under the auspices of the World Jewish Congress Cultural Department, Paris, 1957; survey of activities of the Cultural Department, 1959-60; copies of a memorandum by Steinberg to the governing council of the World Jewish Congress on the future of the Cultural Department; Freud, Freudismo y las verdades sociales (1956); Bergsonisme et Judaïsme by Chanan Lehrmann (1937); Noah Barou Memorial Lecture: The Jewish people today: a survey by Morris Ginsberg (1956) 1937-60

6/3/2 Agenda; list of books suggested for review; newspaper cuttings; press surveys; notes; report of the cultural department of the World Jewish Congress, 1961-4; `The restoration of Jewish culture in Europe'; a summary report by Steinberg; 'How to combat racial philosophy' by Dr I.Zollschan; 'The imponderables', 25 Apr 1946; reports and papers, list of delegates of the international conference of Christians and Jews; correspondence, including with the Council of Christians and Jews; report of the executive officers of the national conference of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress; 'Note sur la situation des juifs de Roumanie'; a partial list of books, pamphlets and articles by Catholics concerning anti-Semitism and on kindred Jewish subjects; 'South Africa: synopsis of memorandum on the inroads of Nazism' 1943-64

6/3/3 'Resolution on cultural rehabilitation': carried unanimously by the special London conference of the World Jewish Congress, 23 Aug 1945; Russia Today newsletter, flyers; copy of Soviet Jews at war by Professor H.Levy; Memorandum submitted to the fifth session of the Council of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration by the World Jewish Congress, American Jewish Conference, Board of Deputies of British Jews, Aug 1946; letter from N.Caplan, Buenos Aires; notes; copy of typescript paper on activities in Poland, 1945; curriculum vitae of Charles Bloch 1944-5

6/3/4 Notes of a meeting of the executive committee of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress held with Professor Lauterpacht relating to war crimes, 21 Jun 1944; correspondence; typescript paper 'Punishment of war criminals'; minutes of the office committee, 15 Jan 1948; press surveys; publicity leaflet for the Never Again Association; copy of Jewish Frontier; newspaper cuttings; draft of 'The Jews as presented in Roman Catholic education' by James Parkes, Jan 1961 1944-61

6/3/5 World Jewish Congress British Section Report of the Executive Committee and survey of the international scene, 1966-1967, Feb 1968; minutes of meetings of the Office Committee, New York, 1948; agendas; correspondence and memorandums of the World Jewish Congress, New York office, sent to Steinberg; press surveys; catalogue of the World Jewish Congress exhibit at the exhibition on Jewish resistance to nazism and fascism at the Memorial to the Unknown Jewish Martyr, Paris; carbon of a paper 1947-69
"Situation au Maroc"; newspaper cutting; press release; copies of
the daily digest of World Jewish Congress activities, 1947;
certificate of incorporation of the Jewish Restitution Commission;
issue one of the newsletter of the Nuevo Colegio Israelita, Mexico,
Feb 1970; provisional programme and information booklet on the
fifth world congress of Jewish studies, Jerusalem, 1969

6/3/6

Printed table 'Survey of restitution in Europe'; correspondence,
including relating to the Comité Representativo de la Colectividad
Israelita de Chile, the Algiers, New York, Tel Aviv and Stockholm
offices of the World Jewish Congress and Unesco; booklet on the
fifth international conference of social work, Paris, Jul 1950; 'The
Jews and Judaism: a guide to teachers'; copies of correspondence
relating to Marten and Carter's histories, book 1; copies of
correspondence relating to offensive verses in 'Old mother goose';
Opportunity and initiative: the annual report of the National
Council of Social Service, 1948-9; copy of the short minutes of the
first meeting of the Israeli members of the Advisory Council on
Textbooks Revision, 28 Mar 1950; Operation TICER: spotlight on
twenty nine international voluntary organisations in the front line
of educational reconstruction; correspondence, reports and papers
of a meeting of the general council of the World Jewish Congress;
Resolutions adopted by the second plenary assembly of the World
Jewish Congress, Montreux, 1948; newspaper cuttings; 'Projet
d'une allocation destinée aux élèves des grandes classes sur la
nécessité du respect mutuel' by Professor M.Raymond Benichou

6/3/7

Draft resolutions to be submitted to the World Circle Friendly
Society; list of persons present at sub-committee meeting; agenda
and minutes of the National Council of the British Section of the
World Jewish Congress; copy of the constitution and rules of the
British Section of the World Jewish Congress adopted in Nov
1936, amended by a national conference, Jan 1949; notes;
memorandum 'Anti-Jewish episode stirs unrest in Bolivian Jewry',
1965; press releases; list of journals; leaflet on five publications by
Herman Levin Goldschmidt on philosophy and Judaism;
correspondence; report of the Israeli executive; newspaper
cuttings; 'After the exodus from North Africa: the new look of the
Jewish community in France' by Jacques Lazarus of the Paris
Office of the World Jewish Congress; translation of an article 'The
Jews in Russia'

6/3/8

Booklet of the symposium on international co-operation in Jewish
education at the fourth plenary assembly of the World Jewish
Congress, Stockholm, 1959; correspondence; agendas; notes; press
surveys; 'The treatment of anti-Jewish bias in school education,
with special reference to Dr Cyril Bibby's handbook Education in
race relations'; observations presented by the Cultural Department,
World Jewish Congress to the meeting of experts on the promotion
of teaching of race questions in primary and secondary schools,
Paris, Sep 1955; invoice; memorandums; Jewish Telegraphic
Agency daily news bulletin; newspaper cuttings; extracts from
summary of world broadcasts; copy of the Democratic German
Report, 10 Feb 1967; copies of the draft international convenant on
human rights; copy of Zionist Review, 17 Mar 1950; copies of New
Times; copy of Jewish Frontier, Jan 1950; copy of Judaica, Mar
1950

6/3/9

World Jewish Congress British Section reports bulletin number
589; telegrams; calendar; Jewish Telegraphic Agency daily news
bulletin; programme of a conference of French language Jewish
intellectuals organised by the World Jewish Congress French Section, Sep 1959; correspondence; newspaper cuttings; notes; minutes of meetings of the executive committee of the World Jewish Congress British Section, 1964; press survey; paper discussing the influence of film and cinema which suggests the use of episodes of the Bible for films and a script for a film of the Garden of Eden, both from Dr Karl Grune, 1949; minutes of a meeting of the London members of the European executive, 28 Apr 1958; memorandum of the World Jewish Congress on the draft convention for the protection of civilian persons in time of war submitted to the Diplomatic Conference for the establishment of international conventions for the protection of war victims, Geneva, 1949; press release 'The future of cultural activities' by Samuel Bronfman, National President of the Canadian Jewish Congress; parliamentary notes on the second reading of the national education council bill in the House of Assembly, South Africa; text of broadcasts

6/3/10 Summary of a meeting of the conference of intellectuals subcommittee, 27 Oct 1965; agendas and minutes of the national council of the World Jewish Congress, British Section; memorandums; notes; papers from the World Jewish Congress headquarters, New York, for the general assembly of the World Jewish Congress; programme for a congress of Scandinavian Jewish organisations, Stockholm, 1950; report of the executive for the national conference of the World Jewish Congress British Section, 1949; notes on the World Union of Jewish students and its history; press surveys; minutes of the executive committee of the Advisory Council on Textbooks Revision; minutes of the Israeli executive of the World Jewish Congress, 1957; copy of Jüdische Wochenschau, 9 Jun 1953; part of a newspaper, in Russian; copy of DESA informa, 29 May 1953; agenda and draft resolutions of the national council of the World Jewish Congress British Section

6/3/11 'Observations concerning the draft first international covenant on human rights submitted to the seventh session of the human rights commission by the World Jewish Congress, Apr 1951'; 'Statement on the spirit of education', 1948; Unesco sessions papers, agenda, reports; notes; proofs

6/3/12 Notes of meetings, 1955; booklet Herbert Samuel by Leonard Stein; draft accounts of Cultural Department; correspondence; resolutions and list of the committee of the ninth conference of the international non-governmental organisations in consultative relations with Unesco, Jun 1964; list of international nongovernmental organisations admitted to category A (consultative and associate relations) and to category B (information and consultative relations) of Unesco; list of international nongovernmental organisations admitted by the Director General to category C (mutual information relationship) of Unesco; Unesco general conference paper on the world literacy programme, Sep 1964; Unesco working group of non-governmental organisations on illiteracy paper on methods found useful to overcome illiteracy amongst women, Aug 1964; newspaper cutting; press release; bulletin

6/3/13 Programme of the Cultural Department for 1956; provisional statements of expenditure for projects incurred by the cultural programme
Papers: Press and printed


6/4/2 Press: Jewish Telegraphic Agency daily bulletins; World Jewish Affairs news and feature service paper 'Jewish culture and Jewish survival' by Steinberg, 1955; Inter-Office Information papers for the national executive committee on the thirteenth plenary session of the Canadian Jewish Congress, 1962

6/4/3 Press: World Jewish Affairs news and feature service papers; press survey; 'Draft statement concerning the Jewish communities in Eastern Europe and in the USSR'

6/4/4 Printed: reports of the International Affairs Department, London and New York, of the Institute of Jewish Affairs, on the development of the organisational activities of the World Jewish Congress, of the executive committee, of the Cultural Department; circulars; British Section paper on restitution of property; extracts from summary of world broadcasts; memorandum from Dr V.Winterstein, World Jewish Congress Rio de Janeiro office; newspaper cuttings; paper 'The British race relations bill: an essay in coping with race problems by legislation' by Dr F.L.Brassloff; Institute of Contemporary Jewry, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem Five lectures delivered at the Third World Congress for Jewish Studies in Jerusalem in the section on contemporary Judaism (Jerusalem, 1964); Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture summary of applications and recommendation for the Board of Trustees and summary of discussions of the Foundation Board of Trustees meeting; review of decisions and resolutions of the third plenary assembly of the World Jewish Congress, Geneva, 1953; summary of proceedings of the national conference of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress, 1946; copies of Folk un Velt; Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture summary of applications and recommendations of allocations; Noah Barou Memorial Lecture The Vatican Council and the Jews by Christopher Hollis (1966); Conditions in Occupied Territories Axis oppression of education